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Abstract—Over time, textual information on the World Wide
Web (WWW) has increased exponentially, leading to potential
research in the field of machine learning (ML) and natural
language processing (NLP). Sentiment analysis of scientific
domain articles is a very trendy and interesting topic nowadays.
The main purpose of this research is to facilitate researchers to
identify quality research papers based on their sentiment
analysis. In this research, sentiment analysis of scientific articles
using citation sentences is carried out using an existing
constructed annotated corpus. This corpus is consisted of 8736
citation sentences. The noise was removed from data using
different data normalization rules in order to clean the data
corpus. To perform classification on this data set we developed a
system in which six different machine learning algorithms
including Naïve-Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine (SVM),
Logistic Regression (LR), Decision Tree (DT), K-Nearest
Neighbor (KNN) and Random Forest (RF) are implemented.
Then the accuracy of the system is evaluated using different
evaluation metrics e.g. F-score and Accuracy score. To improve
the system’ accuracy additional features selection techniques,
such as lemmatization, n-graming, tokenization, and stop word
removal are applied and found that our system provided
significant performance in every case compared to the base
system. Our method achieved a maximum of about 9% improved
results as compared to the base system.
Keywords—Sentimental analysis; scientific citations; machine
learning; scientific literature; classification

I.

INTRODUCTION

Sentiment analysis of scientific citation is very well
discussed and interesting topic in this era where WWW is
excessively loaded with an enormous amount of text data [62].
This data contains tons of important information inside itself
that can be very beneficial after being analyzed based on
requirements. Sentimental analysis is also known as opinion
mining that means to find out or identify the positive, negative,
neutral opinions, views, attitudes, impressions, emotions and
feelings indicated in the text [8]. Opinion mining from the
citations is of prime importance because citations from the
papers reinforce arguments and connect it to intellectual
[25][47][84]. From the last decade, the importance opinion
mining or sentimental analysis is mentioned by
[86][91][93][94] as a research on a citation function.
We choose more specifically scientific domain as a
problem statement in order to analyze the sentiments of citation
sentences extracted from different scientific research papers
just because of linguistic differences in this domain. A lot of

work has been done previously in other genres like English and
Chinese as compared to the scientific domain. Following are
the problems related to scientific text has been mentioned in
literature: usually, sentiments in scientific citations are hidden
and not well expressed, scientific citations are often neutral,
prevalent style of writing [9], objective style and personal
biased of authors have to be hedged [35][64]. Conventionally
scientific citations are written in dual-mode and that is also a
problem in scientific literature. Some authors apply the strategy
of dual-mode like prefacing some criticism after a light
appraisement[55]. Identifying such opinions is a challenging
task. Such kind of expressions are also found in other types of
literature as well [96].
In this work citation sentence refers to the reference of
other’s papers in the text of a given scholarly work, the former
will be known as cited and the latter is called citing paper as
well. Along with the citation sentences usually, the citation
references are mentioned using different styles and standards.
One such famous standard of writing citations’ references is
“Harvard Style” that uses the author’s last name followed by
the year of publication [9].
In this research work, we have done sentimental analysis of
scientific citations by using an annotated corpus consists of
citation sentences developed by [9]. The corpus is made up of
8736 citation sentences constructed from the scientific domain
related research papers extracted from ACL (Association for
Computational Linguistics) Anthology. The corpus is
annotated using some rules to assign the polarity to citation
sentences. We have developed a system based on six different
machine learning algorithms including Naïve-Bayes, Support
Vector Machine, Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, KNearest Neighbor and Random Forest. Accuracy of the
classification algorithms has been evaluated using different
evaluations measures e.g., F-Score and Accuracy score to
evaluate the classification system’ correctness. To improve our
system’ performance, we have used different features selection
techniques like lemmatization, n-gaming, tokenization, stop
words and punctuation removal. After successful
experimentation we have found that our system outperforms in
each case as compare to the method adopted by the[9]. The
maximum outperformance we achieved is 87% F-score as
compare to 78% F-score reported by [9] which results in 9%
improvement than [9].
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW
To carry out this study, literature review is held out to
analyze the current state of the domain. In the last couple of
years, the interest towards the research in sentimental analysis
has been increased for different domains but less work has
been done on the scientific literature due to some problems
mentioned above.
Sentimental classifiers can be developed using two
machine learning approaches named Supervised and
Unsupervised learning [50]. The most famous approach to
build a classifier is supervised learning. In supervised
approach, the classifier requires labeled training data. Yet the
training data is to be annotated using manual or automatic
approaches on the basis of some predefined rules. Using
predefined rules the citation sentences are annotated as
positive, negative and neutral. For the purpose of annotations,
human annotators are required. While in the case of an
unsupervised approach, there is no need for labeled training
data. Instead, there is a need for sentiment lexicon to assign
polarities to citation sentences. This approach is very difficult
because it requires different varieties of a lexicon for different
genres. From the literature review, we found that many
researchers used supervised while others relyied on
unsupervised approach.
Author in [23] worked on automatic citataion classification.
Another work has been done in order to analyze the behaviors
of authors, readers of research papers in the scientific field by
[39]. The analysis was regarding the authors of research
papers, how they frame their citations, how readers become
interested in the citations of authors and how these processes
contribute towards the maturity of Natural Language
Processing (NLP). For the sake of analyzing the contributions
and purpose of citations based on behavioral analysis, authors
classify their data using two different schemes [20]. They
prepared the data set of citation sentences extracted from 52
papers from ACR (Anthology Reference Corpus) and
annotated the data set using some guidelines based on ACR
[16]. They used core aspects of prior citation based on
annotation schemes mentioned by [30][31][94][95]. BRAT
Tool was used to perform the annotations [85]. They used the
Random Forest classifier implemented using Sickit-learn [101].
The major reason of choosing this classifier is its ability to
perform effecient for larger feature sets [21][98]. Structural
features and grammatical features were used for the
classification [28][30][31]. They compared their evaluation
results with [89]. Their method with different features shows
salient behavior of writers, readers and domain. We have also
used a supervised learning approach and developed a system in
which multiple machine learning classifiers are implemented.
As input, our system takes corpus consisted of labeled citation
sentences, to performs classification and also evaluate the
classification accuracy of the system. To Increase the
efficiency and system accuracy, we have applied different
features selection techniques in the data pre-processing phase.
Our data set consists of a huge set of citation sentences. Our
system performed better than [9].
While processing the citations, finding the implicit citation
is also a problem and this problem was addressed by [63]. In

their work, the major goal was to identify the implicit citations
with the help of improving citation context detection methods
[63]. As the research work by [10] was restricted up to the
detection of the author’s sentiments towards citation reference.
In order to create a summary of reference citations, text data
may also helpful [72]. Mostly the negative opinions are
appeared in explicit citations [10]. [81] claimed that
researchers only read 20% of the papers to get the desired
information. Different authors have different intentions
towards the citations. The intentions of the author were
classified using manually constructed and compared cuephrases against citation context [90]. Citations’ context
detection is also helpful for creating summaries of different
research topics that can support researchers to get a detailed
and convenient view of papers [72]. The importance of citation
context can also be felt from the fact that all the information
retrieval systems that incorporate the concept of citation
context have better retrieval effectiveness [73]. The authors
developed a system in which data set prepared by [12] and [10]
were tested using the method from the work of [72]. The data
set consisted of 852 papers from ACL Anthology. To boost up
the efficiency and accuracy results of the system authors
applied some new classification features like sentence features
and sentence similarity measures. The accuracy of the system
was evaluated and find out that the system performed better.
Our approach is totally different in which we have used new
and different classification algorithms and different features
have been used by us to improve the system accuracy scores.
And our system outperformed the state of the art.
Another work is done in the domain of sentimental analysis
which is not in English, Chinese or scientific domain but
specifically in the Urdu domain [59], as very less work was
done in the Urdu language [56]. They used the data set based
on Urdu reviews related to movies, politics, mobile, dramas
and miscellaneous domains extracted using scrapers as well as
manual. The data set was then classified using different types
of supervised learning classifiers and compare their results with
each other.
Author in [67] used labeled data for the purpose of
classification, they preferred the supervised learning approach.
For the purpose of classification, the Naïve Bayes classifier is
used. In this work, they have used a dataset of movie reviews.
The reviews were classified as positive or negative based on
their ratings. After the experimental evaluations, the system
achieved an accuracy score of 83%. We have followed a totally
different approach in this work as our method is based on the
scientific domain. Our approach is comprised of not only one
classifier as well as our system accuracy score is better than
[67].
Another work following the supervised approach is done by
[96]. They have developed a system that distinguishes between
sentence-level as well as contextual polarity. In this work, their
data set was comprised of 8984 sentences extracted from 425
documents. Their method gave 76 % accuracy.
In sentimental analysis, researchers used semi-supervised
and unsupervised learning approaches. The importance of the
ML approaches is based on the need and specific scenario. In
the sentiment analysis of English text, the impact of an
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adjective in sentence is of potential effect. First, there should
be the identification of adjective orientation in a sentence. The
orientation of adjectives will decide the state of a sentence
whether should be positive or negative. One such work that
contributed towards the identification of adjective orientation is
done by [28] and they followed the unsupervised approach.
They presented a method for identifying adjectives' semantic
orientation in a sentence. They suggested that orientation’
information depends upon the conjunction between adjectives,
where AND refers to similar conjunction e.g. “Fair and
Honest” while BUT refers to different orientation e.g. “Simple
but popular”. They used a well-known lexicon named Wall
Street Journal Corpus for extracting the conjunctions of
adjectives. For the sake of determining orientation, they used a
log-linear model and achieved 78% accuracy of the system.
Similar work was done by [92] following the unsupervised
mechanism, also worked on the orientation of words. They
found out the estimated Point Mutual Information of each
phrase to calculate semantic orientation and the system
achieved an accuracy score of 74%. [92] extracted the
sentences that contain adjectives using the POS tag pattern
lexicon. They found that the large size of lexicon can be better
to achieve outperform classification results.
One such work is presented by [87] in which expansion
towards the lexicon is considered by using the concept of text
position. They used the position of text in order to expand
lexicon to get better-classified results. They used the concept of
assigning weights to the parts of the text. They tend to assign
more weight to more subject-oriented part while less weight to
the less subject-oriented part. This method achieved an
accuracy score of 65%, later they found that this technique is
not as efficient as they expected. The authors expanded the
lexicon by measuring the co-occurrence of words inside the
sentence. For the classification of data semantic orientation of
each sentence is calculated, and by applying the density
estimation positive and negative polarities are assigned to
sentences. This system achieved an accuracy score of about 90%.
III. METHODOLOGY
The purpose of the methodology is defined in this section.
Our methodology is depicted in Fig. 1. First of all, we used the
annotated dataset prepared by [12] mentioned in section V. We
used python based machine learning library named ScikitLearn [68] for implementing the system. Scikit-Learn is a wellknown machine learning library tightly integrated with Python
language and provides easy-to-interact interface [68]. First of
all our system reads the data stored in the file having(Tab
Separated Values) format. After reading, preprocessing phase
is applied to clean and prepare the data for the use of machine
learning algorithms. Directly text data cannot be given to
machine learning algorithms, it should be converted into a
suitable type. Using Scikit-Learn module named “count
vectorizer”, the text data firstly convert into numeric format
and prepare the matrix of tokens count, now the data is ready
for machine learning algorithms. Then 60% of data is splitted
randomly to train the classifier and 40% for testing the
classifier’ accuracy. We perform our experiments in two
phases, firstly we just apply N-grams (Length 1-3) features on
data and compute accuracies using equation (1) and equation
(2). Secondly, in order to improve the accuracy scores, we

apply other features like(stop words & punctuation removal,
lemmatizationnm, etc.) along with n-grams and then again
compute the accuracies. The latter approach helps to reduce the
noise and complexity of the data. Thirty iterations of each
experiment were conducted to compute average results and a
total of six experiments were performed. After computing the
accuracies of each phase, we then select the best feature which
is giving the best result and which classifier is better in a
specific scenario.

Fig. 1. Step by Step Flow of System Working.

IV. EVALUATION METRICS
The evaluation of any research product decides the status
and quality of that specific research work. This section briefly
describes the metrics used to evaluate the sentimental analysis
system we developed. The performance of sentimental analysis
system is evaluated by computing the accuracy of the
classification results given by the system. Accuracy of the
system is to be mentioned in the form of some units that
include F-score and Accuracy score. In our evaluation phase,
we have calculated both Macro-F Score as well as Micro-F
Score. Where FP is considered an error of type-1 and FN is
considered an error of type-2. F-score is commonly used, a
harmonic mean between precision and recall.
(

)

(1)
(2)

V. CORPUS CONSTRUCTION
As mentioned earlier, we have used the data set prepared by
[9]. However, we are going to highlight the process of corpus
construction. As the authors restricted themselves to the field
of computational logistics, they preferred to use the ACL
(Association for Computational Linguistics) anthology
mentioned by [16][29]. This digital archive contains journal
and conference papers in PDF format since 1965 [15]. At the
time of work done by the [9] the archive contains about 21,800
papers. The ACL anthology neither provides fully machinereadable text nor citation information that was a problem so
this problem was solved by the resource of ACL anthology that
provides the paper text converted from PDF using automated
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tools. The detailed corpus data is consists of 8736 citation
sentences.
A. Citation Sentiment Annotations
Data annotation was done according to some defined rules.
Citation sentences are classified into 3-classes positive,
negative and neutral. The guidelines used for the annotation are
as follows:

to get the highest accuracy of the system. The following
mentioned rules are used for normalization as shown in
Table II.
TABLE. II.

DATA NORMALIZATION RULES

No

Original Sign

Convert into

1

,

No change

2

:

No change

3

^

No Change

4

(jing , 2008)

<CIT>

5

(

-LRB-

6

)

-RRB-

 If citing paper gives outperform evaluation than cited
paper.

7

[

-LRB-

8

]

-RRB-

Positive:

9

{

-LCB-

 If direct mention of the positive attribute of the cited
paper.

10

}

-RCB-

11

.

Eliminate

12

\

Eliminate

13

|

Eliminate

 If citing paper gives not outperform evaluation than
cited paper.

14

%

\%

15

Successive Citation

<OTH>

Neutral:

16

‘

\’

 If neither positive nor negative sentiment regarding the
citation sentence is mentioned it will be tagged as
neutral.

17

*

\\*

B. Annotation Guidelines Negative
 If direct mention of the problem or shortcoming of cited
paper.
 If citing paper improves upon the cited paper.

 If citing paper not improves upon the cited paper.

C. Total Annotated Corpus Statistics
The final sentiment corpus consists of 8736 sentences
which were annotated using the above-mentioned rules. Here is
the statistics of the sentiment annotated sentiment corpus in
Table I.
TABLE. I.

CORPUS ANNOTATION STATISTICS

Class

Count

Percentage

Positive

829

9.5 %

Negative

280

3.2 %

Neutral

7,627

87.3 %

Total

8,736

100 %

VI. CLASSIFICATION PROCESSING
This section gives brief details about the classification
process used in this paper. The classification process is
comprised of multiple processes like Data Pre-processing,
Features Selections and classification classifiers used are
discussed in details.
A. Data Pre-Processing
As mentioned in section V that corpus used for sentimental
analysis classification is prepared or constructed by the [9].
This data set is comprised of a total of 8,736 citation sentences
annotated as positive, negative, and neutral after applying
rules. From total citation sentences, 60% of sentences were
chosen randomly for training the classifier and the rest of 40%
data was used for classifier’ testing. The data set was cleaned

B. Features Selection
For the sake of developing a system for sentiment analysis,
different features are provided by ML framework [67][96][54].
We have used various features e.g. lemmatization, n-grams,
stop words and term-document frequency to evaluate the
classifier’ accuracy. Later the evaluation results will be
displayed.
C. Lemmatization
Lemmatization is a process of normalizing the inflected
forms of words [70]. Homographic words cause ambiguity that
disturbs searching accuracy and this ambiguity may also occur
due to inflectional word forms [44]. For instance, words like
“Talking”, “Talks” and “Talked” are the inflected forms of the
word “Talk”. The process of lemmatization and stemming is
similar with minor changes [70], while the benefits of both
approaches are the same. We have applied only lemmatization
and avoid stemming due to the problems of stemming process.
The stemming process is worthwhile for short retrieval lists
[11][27][34], while our system has to deal with large data set
and processing lists so we did not apply stemming. Stemming
performs normalization of inflected words by keeping different
variations of words along with their derivation process
[4][46][69]. The stemming process produces more potential
results for the languages other than English – for example,
Slovenian [71], French, modern Greek [41], Arabic [1] and
Swedish [74], because other languages include less inflected
form of words than English. In our case, we are dealing with
the data set containing the Citation Sentences written in the
English language.
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D. N-Grams
N-grams refer to the combination of sequenced words in a
text, where n means the number of words in that combination.
If the N = 1, then it means a single word in a text if N = 2 then
it leads to the combination of two sequenced words. We used 3
different kinds of N-grams in our classification that generate
different results. The example of these N-grams with different
values of N based on the sentence “I like to do research” is
given in Table III.

sentiments, SVM has demonstrated good results
[67][96][54][43]. In-text classification the SVM contributes
towards excellent precision scores while poor recall scores
while adjusting the thresholds recall scores can be adjusted
[36]. Adjustment of thresholds is of vital importance, a study
by [78] described the mechanism of automatically adjusting the
thresholds of SVM.

Author in [67] claimed that uni-grams and bi-grams
performed well for movie reviews data. In our work, we have
applied tri-grams because tri-grams play a substantial part in
scientific text [40].

N values

Called

Example

N=1

Unigram

I, like, to, do, research

N=2

Bi-gram

I like, like to, to do, do research

N=3

Trigram

I like to, like to do, to do research

E. Stop Words and Punctuation
English text contains a lot of meaningless and noninformative words [52] called stop words. These are not
required in classification because their presence just increase
the size of data. So we applied stop words removal technique
in order to cleanse the data for better and efficient classification
[80]. Some research works support the stop words removal
from the data set to reduce the dimensions of data
[13][7][66][24][45][83], while some researchers are against
the removal of stop words because these words contain
sentiment information [75][57][32][33]. The earliest work that
contributes to the removal of stop words by [53], in which they
advised that words can be categorized into two types (i)
keywords and (ii) non-keywords and the latter were called as
stop words. There are also pre-compiled stop word lists such as
Van, Brown [22], called classic stop or standard stop lists.
Later these stop word lists are criticized for being out dated
[82][52]. We have used the latest and up to date, NLTK stop
words list that provides 180 plus stopwords.
F. Term Document Frequency
Term document frequency refers to the count of specific
words in the document [99]. We also used the concept of
finding the term document using vectorizer.
G. Classification Classifiers
After preprocessing and features selection the very next
step is to apply classification algorithms. Many text classifiers
have been purposed in literature [19][36]. We have used 6
algorithms of machine learning including Naïve-Bayes (NB),
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic Regression (LR),
Decision Tree (DT), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), and Random
Forest (RF).
a) Naïve Bayes: Naïve- Bayes is the most popular
classification algorithm due to its simplicity and effectiveness
[42][76]. This classifier works according to the concept of
Bayes theorem [26]. It’s a kind of module classifier [102] that
follows the idea of probabilities for the purpose of
classification. Bernoulli and multinomial are the models of
naïve Bayes classifier [49][2][58], Binarized Naïve Bayes
model is described by [26].
b) Support Vector Machine: In the world of machine
learning one such supervised learning algorithm that achieves
enough improvements on a variety of tasks is a Support vector
machine classifier [37]. Particularly in the case of analyzing the

TABLE. III.

N-GRAM EXAMPLE

c) Decision Tree: In various fields of text classification
the use of decision tree classifier can be seen and analyzed
[61]. Its popularity is based on the nature of classification rules
that make it interesting for NLP researchers [14]. The decision
is constructed by selecting the data from the data set randomly
[3]. The information gain is calculated for all values and the
feature with the highest information gain value becomes the
tree's root [59] and the whole tree is constructed by finding the
features for the next level again and again. The fast decision
tree algorithm is developed by [38]. So the solution for such
kind of a scenario is presented by [60].
d) Random Forest: [18] mentioned the importance of a
random forest classifier and compared its performance with the
other classifiers. [5][18] claimed that the random forest
algorithm provides efficient and discriminative classification,
as a result, it is considered an interesting classifier. [48][65]
were the first who discussed the importance of random forest
classifier in the field of computer vision. [97][79] Introduced
class recognition based on random forest. [100][101] used
random forest for bi-layer video segmentation, [17] used it for
image classification, and [6] used it for personal identification.
e) K-th Nearest Neighbour: KNN is a simple and
efficient classifier [88]. Called lazy learner because its training
phase contains nothing but storing all the training examples as
classifiers [77]. KNN requires a lot of memory while storing
the training values [59]. The performance issue of KNN can
also be solved by efficient estimations of parameters [51].
VII. RESULTS
For the sake of performing the experimental task, we have
used the data set mentioned in Section V. The data is labeled
using positive, negative, and neutral classes using annotated
rules mentioned in Section V. Different machine learning
algorithms used for the classification discussed in Section VI.
The evaluation metrics mentioned in Section IV (Equation 1,
2) were used to validate the system. The detailed description of
the experimental results using evaluation metrics is defined in
Table IV, and Table V. In these tables terms, A1, B1, C1
denotes simply unigram, bigram, trigram features while A2,
B2, and C2 denote the application of unigram, bigram, trigram
along with other features. Table IV shows that Overall DT
using n-grams gives the best F-score in macro while RF is best
in case of micro average. LR is also overall best in the micro
average without applying extra features. Uni-gram plays
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support in better performance of LR and DT, uni-gram along
with other features plays significant performance in NB, KNN,
and RF. DT gives better performance in the case of uni-grams,
bi-grams, and tri-grams. LR performance is significant in case
of uni-grams only, k-th nearest neighbor outperforms in case of
n-grams along with other features and give worst performs
without other features while RF performs best as same as
KNN. The overall discussion describes that uni-gram, bi-gram,
and tri-gram without other features perform best where unigram is at first position.
TABLE. IV.
NB

SVM

Table V shows that Overall SVM, LR, and RF performed
very best with the highest accuracy scores. N-grams play
significant performance in NB, SVM gives the best accuracy
using uni-gram, LR performance is significant in case of bigrams and tri-grams, KNN outperforms in case of n-grams
without other features and gives worst performs with other
features. The overall discussion describes that uni-gram, bigrams, and tri-grams without other features performs best and
give significant accuracy scores.

F-SCORES AFTER THIRTY ITTERATIONS
LR

DT

KNN

RF

Features

Macro
Scores
%

Micro
Scores
%

Macro
Scores
%

Micro
Scores
%

Macro
Scores
%

Micro
Scores
%

Macro
Scores
%

Micro
Scores
%

Macro
Scores
%

Micro
Scores
%

Macro
Scores
%

Micro
Scores
%

A1

36

87

37

88

49

88

49

85

33

87

44

88

A2

49

83

48

87

46

87

48

85

34

87

46

88

B1

34

87

31

87

46

88

49

86

32

87

44

88

B2

46

79

47

87

46

87

48

85

34

87

46

88

C1

36

87

31

87

44

88

49

86

32

87

42

88

C2

45

77

46

87

46

87

48

85

34

87

46

88

TABLE. V.

ACCURACY SCORES AFTER THIRTY ITTERATIONS

Features

NB %

SVM %

LR %

DT %

KNN %

RF %

A1

87

87

87

87

87

88

A2

83

88

84

87

86

88

B1

87

88

88

87

87

88

B2

79

88

85

87

86

88

C1

87

88

88

87

87

88

C2

77

88

86

87

86

88

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this research work, we presented a sentiment analysis
system for scientific text. We have used different machine
learning classifiers namely NB, SVM, DT, LR, KNN and RF
along with different features to process the data and optimize
the classification results. Experiments are performed on the
data set prepared by the [9]. Data set is partitioned into training
and testing sets according to the ratio of 60:40 and. Accuracies
of the classifiers are computed by using various evaluation
metrics like F-score, and Accuracy score. The results show that
SVM performs better than other classifiers. After SVM Naïve
Bayes performs well. In the case of the macro average, the
performance of SVM classifier is best while computing Fscore, and accuracy measures while the random forest is best in
case of micro average. Uni-grams, bi-grams, and tri-gram
features performed very well and support the classifiers to
achieve highest accuracy scores.
We compared our findings with [9] in the experimental
phase based on different features. We used the n-grams
approach together with the lemmatization process to reduce the
data dimensions as the latter approach was not applied by the
[9]. Table VI describes the comparative analysis of our work
and the work of [9].
The author of [9] used NB and SVM classifier and compute
the accuracies of the system using an F-score. In this paper, we

have implemented six classifiers LR, DT, KNN, and RF
including NB, SVM used by [9]. We computed the accuracies
by increasing the number of evaluation metrics F-score and
accuracy including F-score used by [9] to evaluate the
accuracies with the base system. Our results showed significant
improvement like in the case of Naïve Bayes using uni-gram
feature we achieved micro-F 87% while the base system
described the result of micro-F = 78% and our results are
approximately 9 % better.
Macro-F scores using uni-gram mentioned in the research
work of [9] is 48% and we achieved the macro-F = 49% by
reducing the data dimensions by using the lemmatization
process and stop words removal mechanism. Based on bi-gram
and tri-gram features our system achieved the same result of
micro-F = 87%. The micro-F of [9] based on bi-gran and trigram features decreased from 78% to 76%. In our case, the
micro-F based on bi-gram and tri-gram features increased by
11 %. While in the case of bi-gram and trigram research work
of [9] showed the macro-F score of 47%, where our method
achieved a macro-F score of 46% using bi-gram and 45% using
tri-gram. Overall using Naïve Bayes classifier [9] work
achieved maximum of (micro-F score = 78%, macro-F score =
48) while we improved our results to extant and achieved
maximum of (micro-F = 87%, macro-F = 49%) that shows the
significant improvement of our work.
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TABLE. VI.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF OUR WORK WITH [9]

Characteristics

[9]

Our Method

Classification algorithms used

2

6

Evaluation metrics used

1

2

Naïve Bayes F-scores

78 %

87 %

SVM F-scores

86 %

88 %

The second classifier used by the [9] is SVM. We also
implemented SVM based on the same features and our results
outperform [9]. In the case of using uni-gram, bi-gram and trigram features in SVM classifier the author [9] reported the
micro-F = 86% and our result with micro-F = 88% for unigram and shows the significant improvement.
We also implemented other classifiers like DT, LR, KNN,
and RF and achieved significant results. LR and DT performed
well. In the case LR, we achieved the micro-F score = 88% and
for DT micro-F score = 87% and for both macro-F score =
49%. If we compare this result with [9] results than the Fscores show the improvement of approximately 2% for macroF scores for both LR and DT and approximately 10% for
micro-F-score of LR. KNN and RF classifiers give improved
results than [9] in the case of an F-score micro average with the
improvement of approximately 10 %.
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